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1)  Date(s) and location of meeting:  August 20 – 24, 2012, Denver, CO.  

 

2) List names of guests in attendance:   See attached. 

 

3) List names of guests addressing the Panel/TC, the subject of their 
address, and the length of time they spoke:   Daniel Roberts, speaking on behalf of the 
Hazard/Risk Terminology Task Group, 15 minutes.  Steve McClur, speaking on behalf 
of the IEEE Battery Committee, 5 minutes. 

 

4) Number of Pubic Inputs acted upon:  About 450   

 

5) Number of First Revisions created:  About 150   

  

6) List any Task Groups appointed to work subsequent to the First Draft 
Meeting, along with the names of members of the Task Group(s):  none 

 

7)  List any request contained in a Responses or Statement that require NEC 
Correlating Committee attention:  FR-14 involves the document scope (Sec. 90.2), and 
needs to be addressed by the NEC Correlating Committee.  FR-24 involves definition of 
“Qualified Person,” and the committee requests reconsidering the committee jurisdiction 
for this definition. 

  



 

8)  List any Public Inputs or First Revisions, in your opinion that needs to be 
referred to another TC for information or correlation: none 

 

9)  List any Public Inputs or First Revisions that should be referred to the Toxicity 
Advisory Committee: none 

 

10)  List all Public Inputs or First Revisions related to combustibles in plenums or 
other air handling spaces: none 

 

11)  Identify any issues that should be brought to the attention of the NFPA 
Research Foundation for their input and assistance: none 

 

12)  List any general requests for information or assistance from the NEC 
Correlating Committee:  It is recommended that the TC for Electrical Safety in the 
Workplace have responsibility for the term “exposed”. There are presently two 
definitions of “exposed” in both NFPA 70 and 70E. Exposed (as applied to wiring 
methods) is extracted from NFPA 70 for use in 70E.  Exposed (as applied to energized 
electrical conductors or circuit parts) is modified in 70E to include reference to “electrical 
conductors or circuit parts.”  The phrase “electrical conductors or circuit parts” is used 
throughout 70E to provide additional clarity, especially when needing to describe 
approach boundaries for protection against electric shock and incident energy. 

 

13)  Provide any additional information that you feel would be helpful to the NEC 
Correlating Committee, staff, or to the process in general:  The 70E technical committee 
has provided NFPA with suggestions for TerraView software from our experiences with 
first using this software at our First Draft Meeting.  See Appendix B. 

 

 

 

 



 

Appendix A 

Guests in Attendance 

 



 

  



Appendix B 

Suggestions for TerraView from the 70E First Draft Meeting 

1) Larger font would be very helpful.  Having the screen available on Live 
Meeting helped, but the refresh rate was rather slow.   

2) A simple search tool on each Terra page that could search quickly for a PI 
number or FR number at any time would be good to have available. Also, 
perhaps the software could provide instant access to statements for FR’s 
and PI’s that have been resolved. 

3) Many PIs were not properly associated with the section or section sub-
division that they applied to.  This was probably a result of the submitter 
not using the on-line submission process, and not properly identifying 
where the recommendation was to fit-in.  With this new process it is 
important that PIs be properly associated with the section they apply to, 
and separate PIs should be made where recommended changes affect 
more than one section or non-contiguous parts of very long sections.  
Global revisions should be limited to truly “global changes.” If possible we 
should move to only permit online submissions to eliminate this problem, 
or have staff review and relocate paper PI’s to their correct section. 

4) It would be helpful if more than one PI could be merged into an FR (e.g. 
accepting two or more PIs for one FR).  One method might be to highlight 
at the meeting the part(s) of each PI that is being accepted, and then have 
only that part of the PI merged into the FR revision.  Another approach 
might be to have Terra identify were multiple PIs try to revise or add some 
wording in different manners.  For example, Terra could highlight those 
conflicting changes in a different color (e.g. red versus yellow). It would 
also be extremely helpful to have immediately access “associated” PI’s. 
We found that in many cases there were four or five PI’s that each had 
desired revisions, but we could only start with one and then watch as the 
chair read to staff the additional changes to be included. 

5) It would be nice to have the on-line submission for a submitter’s 
substantiation formatted in a consistent way that it could easily be 
constructed into a Committee Statement should the committee choose to 
accept the FR recommendation.  For example, the submitter could have a 
required check list of required substantiation information; e.g. a) what is 
being revised, b) why is this revision needed, c) is the revision editorial or 
technical in nature, d) does the revision involve just clarity and usability, or 
is there an important safety feature that needs to be addressed, e) if the 
recommend revision is for clarity, what is not clear or confusing with the 
present language?  From this, Terra may be able to suggest a well-



constructed and uniform Committee Statement for the committee to start 
with.  (Currently, using the submitter’s substantiation to start with was not 
much help in most cases, or very cumbersome at best). 

6) A library of “standard Committee Statements”, plus the ability to add 
additional statements to this library by the Committee would be very useful 
to have.  These statements could then be simply copied and pasted into 
the PI or FR as needed.  (At our meeting we called this concept our “crash 
cart”). This could also help in consistent wording between Committee 
Statements. 

7) A form Word Document that committee members and task groups could 
use whereby revisions and committee statements could easily be copied 
into an FR or Committee Statement would be nice to have.  This would 
also be helpful to staff in that they would have a uniform Word Document 
to work from. Another option might be to have an “unofficial” version of 
TerraView that mimics the version that NFPA staff edit. The task groups 
could use the unofficial version to input the work of the task group, and 
then the staff member inputting the committee actions could pull the task 
group’s draft work into the official TerraView version. 

8) It would be nice to have an on-the-fly version of the First Draft revisions as 
they are being created available for the Committee to see on their own.  
That way errors or omissions could be noted by members to the entire 
Committee and staff in real time. 

9) Our Committee had several task groups, and all individual work was done 
in Word documents. The committee relied heavily on this work. Switching 
from Terra to Word and back again was time consuming. Perhaps the staff 
liaison could have an additional monitor and work from two screens. A 
simple move of the mouse would go from Terra to Word and back again. 

10)  The Terra system does work well when there is a need to restructure 
sections or subdivisions. We are forced in some cases to put multiple 
significant revisions in a single FR.  

11)  When a vote is taken, the committee cannot see all the important 
information at the same time on the screen. The screen should contain the 
section number, The FR number, the PI upon which it is based (if there is 
one) and all associated PI’s. When in this screen, staff should be able to 
click on any associated PI for committee review before the vote is taken. 

12)  We need to add other options to the menu for PI’s:  
a) we should be able to simply develop a committee FR independent 

of all PI’s, 
b) we should have a button to develop an FR, based on a given PI, 
c) we should have an “associate” button for PI’s (clarity), 



d) we should keep the “resolve” button for only those PI’s that are 
essentially rejected. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


